
The Pet Café 
Playbook 

Ideas and Suggestions to Help 
Strengthen Your Brand, Your Community 

and Your Business Success



When lockdown came to us in March 2020, we recognised many businesses would face challenges they could never have 
envisaged when they started out. We haven't seen times like these before, so there are no 'quick fix' guides. I work as an 
adviser to companies on the experiences they provide to their customers and employees. I had spoken with several of my peers 
around the world. We recognised that whilst many corporates and medium sized companies will have the resources to plan 
their way out of a lockdown, smaller companies would not. We had an idea to help. 

We launched the Customer Experience World Games inviting volunteers from the customer experience community to 
positively compete in teams to create answers to challenges faced by companies during lockdown. Each challenge was set by a 
real company who received all the entries from the teams to help their businesses through the challenges they faced, to help 
their customers and employees. We had over 150 players from over 35 countries involved with some of the best talent in the 
world developing improvements. It not only brought our community together, but it made a real difference. 

One of the challenges was to help a Cat Café in Staffordshire. The café was closed, but the cats missed the customers and the 
owner was struggling to keep up with café costs without any income. The teams created several plans to help. One of the 
teams suggested that the ideas from all the entries should be converted into a single helpful guide, applicable to any pet café. 

This is their idea, a legacy from the games. A helpful step-by-step guide, to help you with several ideas for your café to 
confidently emerge from the impact of Covid-19. It's free and meant for all (so please share with others). We hope you can 
benefit from the experience of our community.

Christopher Brooks, Founder of the Customer Experience World Games 
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Introduction

This playbook, is a collection of ideas and suggestions that will support you and help you navigate your way through the next 
few months, keeping your pet café business afloat or even prospering, while life returns to a more normal state. 

It’s likely that you will already be running an established café with an awesome customer experience and at the same time 
providing an essential community hub. 

The challenges presented by the easing of lockdown mean you may not be able to return to “normal business practices” due 
to physical distancing restrictions, customers hesitancy to socialise and reduced footfall as people work from home rather 
than commuting. 

It is vital that any new services or offer complements your existing Brand Promise of providing the unique experience of 
interaction with your animals along with quality coffee and food as well as recognising your café’s essential community role, 
all while being commercially viable. 

Our hope is that these ideas help to strengthen your Brand, your community and your business success and provide some 
protection if premises are required to close in the future.                      
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What You Will Find

You’ll find the answers to the questions below as well as some useful tools to help you prioritise and create your individual 
plan of action.  

● How can you strengthen the experiential element in order to differentiate from a functional café and encourage 
customers that their visit is worth waiting in line for?

● How could you fill in the revenue gap created by social distancing regulations?
● How can you ensure that customers feel safe and that their health is not going to be compromised? 
● How can you continue to provide a service to customers who can not or do not want to visit just yet?
● How can you be prepared in case of a 2nd Wave and potential future lockdown?  
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Strategic Approach

Strategies are individual to you business goals and so it’s impossible for us to recommend what your strategy should be, 
but we can point you in the direction of three key areas that will help you build resilience over the immediate, mid and 
longer term pandemic recovery timeline.

The three key areas are as follows: 

Awesome Awareness: Brand Building 
● Bring the unique nature of your business mission into clearer focus of your current customers and potential 

audience 

Strengthening Support: Community and Connection  
● Develop an inclusive approach that unites your customers and also ensures their individual and group needs are 

met 

Recurring Revenue: Service Solutions 
● Broaden the range of income streams through new services which will drive revenue even when the café is closed  
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Exercise  Strategic Approach

● What are the things you do now in these 3 areas: 

○ Brand building 
○ Community and connection 
○ Services solutions 

● Mark yourself from 1 - 10 on how well you are doing in the 3 areas: 

● Now place the 3 strategic areas in order of priority that you think will make the most difference to your business 
recovery and success
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Getting to Know 
Your Pet Story
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Introduction
A very special part of the experience you deliver in your café is the 
relationships and engagement your customers build with your pets. On 
page 12 is a list of some of the different ways and platforms you could 
use to build your brand awareness, increase community and connection 
and develop new service solutions. 

When you think about building the relationship between your 
customers and your pets, think about the different types of customers 
you have and their unique needs*. Then think of the things that make 
your relationship important with your animals and what makes them a 
special part of your café story and your life and how you’d like to bring 
that to life. 

Use this insight to review the many ideas in this playbook, including the  
different ways to engage with all different types of people and, as you 
consider which ideas are right for you, think about what makes your 
café stand out in the most meaningful way.  

*Use the exercise on page 50
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Exercise 1 Getting to know your Pet Story  

● What makes your story stand out, what are the key messages that you want your customers to know about? 

● Make a note of all the current ways your share your Pet story right now including the platforms that your use - use 
the prompts on the next page as a reminder

● Complete the customer profile exercise on page 50
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Prompts and Ideas

● Pet Photos 
● Momentos
● Biographies
● Likes, dislikes & habits  
● Live updates 
● Booking sessions with particular pets
● Pet health awareness sessions
● Pet Owner Clubs
● Community Engagement
● Video Sessions
● Social media engagement 
● Website stories 
● FB live, IG Live, tik tok, zoom! 
● Partnerships/affiliates relationships 
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This is how to do it ...

● Tell the story of each pet and help customers to relate to each pet as an individual with their habits and preferences - 
how can you do that best? 

● Think about the different parts of the pets day like feeding times - can these can be used to create an experience?
● Pets have an important role to play when thinking about aspects of our wellbeing - how can you help people to get 

the welfare benefits? 
● Think about how best you can spend your time and how to find the right balance for your environment and situation
● Sharing your relationship with the animals is important so, work out why it’s important to you. Then think about 

what is important to other animal owners/lovers - use your customer profile insight as a guide 
● Create a list -  over time that list will grow and grow if you always ask every customer - what do you like especially 

about having time with the animals?
● Think about how to connect with animal lovers from afar, how can they get to know your animals more personally, 

what social media tools can you use to share? 
● Use your list to guide you through the following ideas 

The following pages cover the different ideas in more detail.
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Exercise 2 Getting to Know Your Pet Story  

● Using the suggestions on the previous page, which ideas would you most like to try out, how could you adapt them 
to fit your business? 

● Looking at your customer profiles, how could you engage with them more in a way that is most meaningful to them?
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In Store & Digital
Experiences
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Introduction

Whilst in store, “pet experiences” are your bread and butter and are 
what’s most valued by your customers, it’s likely a few of them will still 
be nervous about returning to normal life. 

Therefore introducing new experiences to cater to a new segment of 
customers will bring in additional revenue and sharing pet experiences 
online will ensure existing customers don’t miss out. 

Digital and online meetings have certainly increased significantly for 
office workers and some families, but it’s worth keeping in mind the 
level of confidence your customers have in using different online 
platforms. Some may be confident using FB but have never used a group 
or FB live for example. 

Providing some support to encourage your customers to engage online 
will be needed to ensure that the majority of your customers can benefit 
from any new online experiences. 
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Ideas

● Host an in house event with experts about topics that are important for 
the café's existing customers or on topics that would attract new 
customers. If this is also hosted online, local customers could alternatively 
get comfy at home and connect to the live streaming while enjoying 
takeout or delivery service. The event ticket price could include food and 
drink from a set menu to eat in the café or at home

● After hour or happy hour club - get exclusive access to the pets for an 
hour after normal closing time or at a time that's normally quiet. The 
exclusivity will appeal to people who are worried about coming in when 
it's very busy

● Encourage “Take out” customers to have micro pet moments e.g. selfies & 
getting to know the pets by name 

● Pet care rituals - 1 hour care rituals - pre-bookable with a set number of 
participants and to include café food/drink. These can be shared daily on 
the website or via a social media to increase engagement and learning on 
how to take care of pets
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Ideas

● Virtual Pet And Keeper sessions 
● Offer a reduced choice takeaway or lockdown menu. Complement 

existing offers like afternoon tea or picnics to include breakfast, brunch 
and dinner/supper to encourage “home workers” to click and collect

● Café Community Experience  - set up coffee meeting via Zoom or 
Facebook Live held in the café, surrounded by animals 

● Send pet themed eCards to customers to keep them engaged and 
connected

● Book the café for an exclusive themed tea party - e.g. ‘Mad Catter’s Tea 
Party’ ‘Dog Day Afternoon Tea Party’

● Guided tour  of the café – this could be an in-store or digital experience
● Set up a mobile coffee order stand near your entrance to catch the 

footfall walking through town and using buses Open early in day to catch 
people on their way to work

● If there is space, put tables and seating outside
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This is how to do it ...

● Ask your customers what kind of events they would attend - have a suggestion box in store or ask on social media 
● Source a local expert to give a talk. Use a your website booking system or Eventbrite for ease and could also live stream 

or record and playback later on social media 
● Decide which is the best day and time for you to run an after hours or happy hour club and promote it on your website, 

social pages and in store. When setting your price decide if food and drink are included (use a set menu to ensure you 
don’t end up out of pocket) 

● Create a selfie space where customers can take selfies with the animals without getting in the way of other customers. 
Dedicate a wall, in store and replicated online to create a wall of fame where all photos are displayed and updated 
regularly and post on social media (don’t forget to get permission!)

● Pick an hour per week for the pet care rituals, where customers can participate in or simply learn about taking care of 
the animals.  You could consider combining with the event idea, and have a professional come and give a talk. Use your 
online booking tool or Eventbrite  to manage appointments. Use FB live on other days with no customers present 

● Low cost or free online live education on pet care and a behind the scenes look at what it takes to look after the pets in 
a pet café. Customers can ask about the animals, their history, what life is like in the café and play with them during the 
session so they can see interaction. Regular users may be interested in sponsoring a particular pet

● Research popular food choices and build unique café menu
○ Change the menu on the website
○ Advertise new menu in store and on social media
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This is how to do it ...

● Research with customer to see if there is an interest for a Zoom call or FB live and if so, set up and invite groups/ 
customers to join

● Examples of pet themed cards for: www.jacquielawson.com and www.smilebox.com enable you to customize an eCard 
with photos. This collateral could be used for other marketing activities as well

● Pick a theme and decorate the café. Attendance numbers would be dependent on social distancing rules at the time
● Guided tours could be in store (a set price to include a tour  and food/drink) or a virtual online tour to show customers 

and potential customers what is happening in the café 
● Check with your local council on requirements and permission to set up a mobile stall outside and put out tables if on 

the pavement - there may be a cost for this as you may need to apply for a licence
○ Source a mobile coffee bike/ stall/ tables and chairs 
○ Consider where to store at night, getting rid of waste  water, refilling water, hand washing facility. 
○ Resourcing café and mobile stall, possibly extra staff. To be most financially viable, would need to open early 

morning and have cashless payment facility
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Exercise In Store and Digital Experiences 

● Which new ideas appeal most and would be most fun to implement?  Feel free to adapt them to fit your personal 
brand story

● Using your customer profiles, map the experiences they would value most. Again adapt them to fit your customers
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Loyalty Scheme, 
Sponsorship/
Adoption & 
Donations
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Introduction

Introducing a loyalty scheme, sponsorship/adoption programmes for the 
pets and different aspects of the café or having donation options would 
add value to your loyal customer base and bring in extra revenue.

Loyalty schemes are a great way to give something back to your customers 
- a way of saying ‘Thank You’ for their continued loyalty and keep them 
returning. 

Sponsorship/adoption schemes and giving customers the option to make 
donations will generate income that could help fill the revenue gap during 
the period of physical distancing and also sustain the business should the 
café have to shut due to a further lockdown.
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Ideas 

Loyalty Scheme
● A Loyalty Scheme is an easy to implement, relatively low-cost solution to 

encourage customers to visit the café regularly

● It should be easy to join and clearly communicate what the benefits are. 
It’s a great way to encourage customers to return by rewarding them with 
a ‘Thank You’ for their continued custom

Sponsorship/Adoption & Donations
● Introducing a Pet Sponsorship or Adoption scheme will help your café 

build relationships with current customers and attract new ones. It is a 
good way to engage with people who may not live close enough or who 
are otherwise unable to come to the café

● Costs for packages do not have to reflect actual costs for each pet as 
multiple sponsors for each pet will all add up, meet and, hopefully, 
exceed costs

● By having a sponsorship or adoption scheme this will give you peace of 
mind as you know you will have a regular income that will pay for food, 
toys and vet bills for the pets

● Local businesses may also be interested in sponsoring packages for 
specific items or donating goods

● Financial donations could be captured in store and online
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Membership Package
● As part of the Sponsorship/Adoption Packages customers could receive a 

monthly Membership Package to help them to engage more with the 
café and, potentially, spend more money by having a reason to engage  
even if they can’t visit

● You could have a separate members group on FB with information and 
access to updates that no one else has

● You could combine access to in store or digital experiences for free as 
part of the membership price 

● Membership could be a combination of all the ideas, wrapped up to suit 
your different customer needs  

Ideas 
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This is how to do it ...

Loyalty Scheme

Low cost option
● A printed card with spaces for stamps
● Every time the customer visits the café their card is stamped
● After the customer has received a set number of ‘stamps’ on their card they get a item from the menu - ie drink/slice 

of cake or a special pet reward (e.g photo on the wall of fame for the month) 
● They then receive a new loyalty card and the process starts again

Higher cost option
● Plastic store loyalty card or online app
● Customer scans card or QR code 
● The customer gets a virtual stamp each time they visit and these can be redeemed as and when the customer wishes 

(subject to a minimum number) eg 6 stamps may be a drink/slice of cake, 10 stamps a sandwich etc or specific pet 
related momento

As a token of appreciation, you could offer a free stamp on initial registration to the loyalty program.
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Sponsorship/Adoption Packages & Donations

● Sponsorship of a specific pet at the café with a regular payment (eg £10 per month or £100 per year)
● More specific sponsorship packages eg:

○ Essentials Package - for pet food, cat litter, straw for bedding
○ Pamper Package - for treats and toys
○ Wellbeing Package - for insurance, vaccinations, flea/worming treatments, general vet bills

● Sponsorship/Adoption area set up on website with full details of pets and packages
● Payment could be by PayPal or Direct Debit
● Use social media and email to publicise
● Sponsors receive a membership package (see following page)
● Company sponsors would pay an agreed amount which will cover costs for an item (eg beds/bedding, food bowls) in 

exchange for having the company logo displayed in the café or on the items they are sponsoring
● Have collection tins in store to collect donations
● Set up online donation options such as JustGiving or GoFundMe for specific projects

This is how to do it ...
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This is how to do it ...

Membership Package

As part of a sponsorship or adoption package they should receive regular information from the café for example:

● Photo and biography of sponsored pet
● Monthly e-newsletter giving up to date info on pets, what is happening at the café, ‘pet of the month’, guest articles 

from local vets and animal based based businesses etc
● Opportunity for priority booking of tables at the café
● Sponsors/adopters receive a birthday card  (or eCard) from ‘their pet’ and the café
● Exclusive competitions 
● Exclusive offers - eg in store experiences, merchandise not available for other customers
● Collectable trading cards for all the pets at the caf
● Opportunity for sponsors to have their photo on a ‘Supporter Wall’ in the café
● Access to a private Facebook group for sponsors/adopters
● Refer a friend scheme for an added benefit (eg free drink or sandwich etc or additional entry into a competition)

Many of the ideas above can be delivered digitally so are no or low-cost options.
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Exercise Loyalty, Sponsorship, Membership

● Which customers might be most interested in sponsorship or membership and why? For example would they be 
more interested because they can’t get to the café right now and it would make them feel more engaged and closer 
to the animals? 

● How could you make sure that customers get the most value from any package you provide?   
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Merchandise
& Products
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Introduction

Introducing a range of merchandise is a great way of generating more 
revenue for your business whether you are open or closed at the moment.

If you are open and sell merchandise in store - there is a good chance that 
customers will make an impulse buy during their visit.

If you are currently still closed, having a small merchandise range is a good 
reason to communicate with your customers through social media or email.  

You could have branded ranges using your logo, or pictures of the animals 
at your pet café. You could also purchase ‘ready made’ generic items 
relating to the pet your café specialises in.

Introducing a merchandise range can be expensive as there is often a need 
to outlay cash to purchase the items upfront before you can start 
generating an income from them. You may not have the funds available at 
this time to do this, but there are some low or no cost options available to 
you.
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Ideas

● Gift cards/vouchers
● e-Gift cards/vouchers
● Café branded merchandise range eg mug, pen, 

bag, keyring, t-shirt etc
● Generic pet related merchandise (ie not café 

branding)
● Specific branded merchandise range for each pet 
● Pet treats & toys
● Café produce
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This is how to do it ...

● If you are open - why not start selling some of your food/drink based products either individually or in small ‘hampers’
● Contact local suppliers to see if they would be willing to let you have products on a sale or return basis
● If you have the space, perhaps you know local animal-related artisan businesses and could offer to sell their products in 

your café for a commission
● Decide on the items you would like to have in your merchandise range:

○ Branded - eg your café’s logo on the items
○ Generic - non-branded item
○ Other pet related items - eg toys/treats 

(continued on next page)

Finding a Supplier:
○ Will you be purchasing items upfront (the more you order the cheaper the per item cost will be, but a higher initial 

outlay for you)?
○ Would you prefer company that will produce the items on demand (the cost per item will be more expensive)?
○ Or you could find a supplier that would be willing to host your merchandise range on their website, produce the 

items as they are ordered and post them out to your customers direct. This is a great way for you not to have any 
outlay, either for stock or setting up a ‘shop’ on your website. A suggestion for a company that is has experience 
providing this service is given below*, however it is likely that other companies may be able to offer this option, so 
it would be worth asking.

*OHM Clothing Ltd (ohmclothing.co.uk) will give you costs of production for each item and you then decide on the retail price. You are 
provided with a URL to your merchandise range which is set up on a page on the OHM website. You publicise the URL on your website/social 
media etc and OHM then produce the items as they are ordered, post them direct to the customer and will pay you the balance between the 
production and retail prices at agreed intervals.
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This is how to do it ...

● Decide on a supplier (local, through recommendation, or online) and get costs
● Decide where/how you will be selling the merchandise - in store, on your website, through social media posts etc
● Decide on what price you will be selling the items for (aim to make at least a 50% profit on each item) - remember you 

will need to add VAT for relevant items and set p+p costs if posting items to customers
● Place your order and find out delivery date(s)
● Start promoting the range to get customers interested letting them know what the range will include, when it will be 

available and how they can purchase it
● If selling through your website get the items set up in your online shop ready for when the stock is received
● Receive the stock 
● Promote, Promote, Promote!
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Exercise Merchandise and Products 

● Which ideas seem the most fun to do, would you like to use photos, graphics or drawings? 

● Would you like to sell in store,  online or using social media?
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Marketing & 
Social Media
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Introduction
Having a strong virtual presence is just as vital as having a nice layout in 
your café or serving good coffee beans. You establish your virtual presence 
via your website or through social media channels such as Instagram, 
Facebook or Tik Tok.

Once potential and current customers know about your channels, you can 
engage with them. This is where it gets interesting - you start building 
communities, market your offerings, create competitions or keep them up- 
to-date with what’s going on.

Just as you build your brand by having physical assets in your café, you 
build your brand online. Focus on details, listen to what customers would 
like to see or read, what they like to engage with and you’ll soon have a 
strong community of loyal customers and followers.
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Introduction (continued)

What we will cover:

● How to increase your customers’ engagement with your café, website and social media through different deliverables 
and activities

● What to do in order to enhance the visitors’ experience when they arrive to your website?
● What is the best approach to running your social media channels? How often to post, what to post and how to get the 

audience engaged on your posts
● Are your customers well informed? Do they know of your new safety procedures, opening times, how to enroll into your 

loyalty program and overall everything related to operations marketing?
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Ideas

Engagement - Community

● It is important to create a strong sense of community from the people 
who already visit your café and are engaged. This will not only attract 
new customers but also strengthens your brand position as well as 
your social media presence

● There are a manys ways to create a sense of community - one of them 
is to have a platform/space where your customers/followers can 
interact, share and most importantly get engaged. Having a space 
where people have the opportunity share gives you a chance to see 
what people’s interests are, get them involved and see how big the 
community itself is

● Another great way to share with your community and give them 
regular updates is to have an e-newsletter

● Pet care - ideas, tips & tricks, concerns and questions are all topics your 
community will be interested in. Find a way to deliver this content to 
them and get them to share with each other

● Finally, to  get the community even more engaged, and to raise 
awareness of your café, give them a chance to play and have fun. All 
competitions can be run through social media or in store
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Ideas

Website

● Your website is one of the key channels for delivering content and 
engaging with existing and new customers. It can act as a route to 
building loyalty to your brand as well as an automated sales channel 
and booking platform 

● New content should be added regularly to keep people coming back, 
which will help to improve ranking on Google (your aim should be to 
be on Page 1 (or as close as possible) of Google Search for your 
business or type of business)

● Remember this is also a great opportunity for your customers to 
review you. Ask them to post on various pages (trustpilot, tripadvisor, 
etc.) and re-share their comments 
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Ideas

Social Media

● Social Media is a key point of connect between your customers and 
your business. A good social media page is vital as it helps you:
○ Grow your brand awareness and tell your story
○ Promote your products and services
○ Build customer loyalty
○ Keep customers up-to-date

● Keep in mind that posting frequently is important, however post with 
‘Quality over quantity’ in mind. Have a plan (both short and long - 
term) regarding what you’ll be posting when and complement it with 
ad hoc interesting and engaging posts

● For big announcements you may want to consider ‘boosted’ posts to 
get the information out to more people. Boosted posts are paid for but 
you decide how much to spend and you are able to target people eg 
those living within a certain distance of your café, with particular likes 
and hobbies
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Ideas

Operational Marketing

● Operational marketing is what you need to do on a day-to-day basis to 
help ‘sell’ your business to both current customers and gain new ones. 
It can also be used to tell customers and potential customers 
information that they may wish to know about the café 

● For example by promoting a sponsorship scheme or merchandise 
range not only are your current customers informed about new 
initiatives that will give you additional income but new customers are 
attracted to your business as well

● Operational marketing also includes the functional aspects that are 
important for running the business that customer need to be aware of 
e.g opening hours or changes to opening hours, Covid-19 specific 
information and changes in policies or procedures

● Operational marketing can be in store, online via website and social 
media or in local publications, e.g. What’s On Guides
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This is how to do it ...

Engagement - Community

● Create a space virtually (and physically when conditions allow) where visitors can share and talk to each other.
● Online content (videos, stories etc) can also be posted by the members and the already existing fans of your pet café. 

Encourage them to post on a regular basis to get and keep the “wheels rolling”
● Share! - behind the scenes updates and stories of how the café looks after the pets, and any other quirky things that 

will attract attention and engage the group members
● Make sure to pay attention to any newcomers. Introduce them to the group, get them involved - they may be your 

next most loyal customer!
● Start an e-newsletter (use a template that is easy to edit to save you time) to communicate with your subscribers. 

Remember, legally you have to give them an option to opt-out of  receiving the newsletter (and if they do opt-out, 
ask them for feedback on how can you improve and, most importantly, make those suggested improvements!)

● Guest article in e-newsletter - short stories, ideas or other content members can ask to be published. 
● Communicate with your subscribers, give them an opportunity to feed back on the content and adapt it based on 

what they would like to see
● Competitions e.g. picture of the month, write a caption for a funny picture, short stories (which can then be 

published in the next e-newsletter) etc
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This is how to do it ...

Website

● Check your website regularly to ensure that everything is as it should be - is the booking system working? (if not you 
are losing business), are any of the links broken etc?

● Is your website easy to use? If someone wants to book a table or purchase some merchandise - how many steps are 
there before they have achieved their goal? Could this be achieved in less steps?

● Make sure the content  is relevant and interesting
○ Do people immediately know why you started this business - what is your background story.
○ Are you giving people lots of information about the pets?

● Is everything up to date? Has your menu changed, are you now closed on Sundays or open earlier during the week?
● If you offer sponsorship/adoption packages, do you have a password protected ‘Members Only’ area as part of a 

membership package? What benefits do members have and why should they join?
● Is the Covid-19 information up-to-date with government regulations? How has the café changed (layout, service, 

experience) to protect you, your staff, the pets and the customers?
● Finally, make sure to use more visuals (pictures, videos, graphics) than text
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This is how to do it ...

Social Media

● Link your Facebook and Instagram accounts so you can post to both at once
● Use the right hashtags to get noticed by new audiences e.g. #BeKind #AnimalLover #PetCafe
● Post frequently and have a good mix of content which relates both to the business and the pets, as well as ad hoc 

posts (not directly related to the café)
● To save time, set aside an hour or so and create all your posts for the next week in advance and then schedule them 

to go live on each day. That way you don’t have to worry about forgetting to post!
● Use TikTok to create short fun videos of the pets
● Background videos - how and why the café came about. Tell the story of your café as well as the pets
● Pet welfare tips
● Share funny pet videos on your page from others on social media – there is even a widget that can be added to your 

website to do this automatically
● Promote in store and digital experiences
● Promote merchandise and products
● Ask followers to recommend the page to their friends
● Live streams
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This is how to do it ...

Operational Marketing

Using your website, social media channels, email or e-newsletter inform customers and potential customers of:

● General Café Updates e.g.: 
○ re-opening date 
○ opening days and times
○ Covid-19 precautions (use photos to show what you are doing and how this is now different to allay fears)
○ how to book a table (via phone, website, social media)
○ takeaway service
○ new pets in store 

● Dates for your diary – in store and virtual experiences (eg Halloween party, a virtual tour of the café, 
Facebook/Instagram Live Stream etc)

● Loyalty Scheme
● Sponsorship/Adoption packages
● Merchandise range
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Exercise Marketing and Social Media 

● Which digital channels do you already use, and which new ones would you like to try? 

● Which engagement ideas would you like to try out for the next month? Pick three to start or ask your customers to 
vote for their favourite

● Is all of your operational marketing information easily accessible, correct, up-to-date and easy to understand, 
especially Covid-19 info? Use the tool on page 55 to help
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Exercise Prioritise and Plan

● Gather all of the ideas you have written above and plot them on the graph on page 51

● Make a note of the best ideas from your completed matrix, prioritise high impact and easiest to implement. Group 
your ideas into the  “do now”, “do next’, “do later” template on page 53. Your plan is then complete

● Let us know how you’ve got on and what you found most helpful
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Tools to Help You
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Understanding Your Customers to Develop Ideas  

Businesses often consider the different types of customers they 
have so they can meet their varying needs. As well as considering 
their personal differences, we also considered how Covid-19 
might impact their behaviour and choices. 

Here’s how we grouped them to build better understanding of 
these needs. 

Customer A: “Staying at Home”: Existing customer, not able to get 
out, most probably self-isolating and lonely 

Customer B: “Grabbing and going”: Existing customer, able to get 
out, wants “pet” interaction but doesn't have much time

Customer C: “Relaxing & nervous”: Existing or new Customer, 
looking forward to seeing the pets but has reservations towards 
safety

Customer D: “Loving from afar”: New Customers, most likely 
doesn’t know about the brand, the products, may not even be 
close geographically

Exercise: How can you group your customers to get a better 
understanding of their needs, how does this impact the 
services you provide? What opportunities are there?

This is how to do it

● Think about the customers you have or the customers 
you would like

● What are their key differences and needs? Consider:
○ Do they come to the café for different reasons?
○ What’s the age range?
○ How close do they live?
○ What’s their free time, do they work?
○ Do they have different health needs?

● Group the answers to create a customer “profile”, you 
could even attach a photo to help bring them to life 

● Use the new understanding of your customers to 
review the service ideas that follow and see if they are 
a good fit 

● Ask your customers what are their favourite ideas
● Adapt what you offer to meet your customers needs 

and the feedback you have received 
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How To Prioritise

● High Impact/Low Effort - ‘Quick Wins’ give you a good return for relatively little effort
● High Impact/High Effort -  ‘Big Projects’ give a good return, but are time-consuming
● Low Impact/Low Effort - ‘Fill Ins’ - If you have spare time do them, but other 

propositions will give you a better return/result
● Low Impact/High Effort - ‘Thankless Tasks’ - avoid these, they give little return and use 

up time that could be better spent on the ‘Quick Wins’

This is how to do it:

Use the ideas from the previous pages (and any others 
that you have come up with whilst completing the 
exercises) to create your own personal priority map 
and action plan.

Decide on the ideas you would like to take forward 
and score them on a scale of 0 - 10:

● Firstly on their impact - how well they will boost 
relationships and/or bring in revenue (0 = no impact 
- 10 = maximum impact)

● Secondly on the effort - how easy or hard they are 
to do - that will be needed to complete them (0 = 
no effort - 10 = maximum effort)

Plot the ideas on the matrix, based on your scores and 
to see which ideas are going to be best for you to take 
forward, see the example on the next page
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Prioritisation Example 

💠Pet Sponsorship

💠Virtual Cat & Keeper Session

💠???????

💠Mobile Coffee Stand 

💠Merchandise Range

💠Loyalty Card

💠Outside Tables

💠???????
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Planning

Approach Name Why

Do Now

Do Now

Do Now

Do Next

Do Next

Do Next

Do Later

Make a note of the best ideas from your completed matrix, prioritise high impact and easiest to implement. 

Group your ideas into a “do now”, “do next’, “do later”.

See the example on the next page
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Planning

Approach Name Why

Do Now Pet Sponsorship Builds relationships and ensures regular income to look after the animals.

Do Now Loyalty Card Low cost and encourages people to return to café on a regular basis

Do Now Café Community 

Experience

Drives relationships and keeps café front of mind while keeping the community engaged with 

the cats.

Do Next Outdoor Tables Will create additional seating, but may need to get a licence from the Council for permission

Do Next Virtual Cat & Keeper 

Session 

Creates new income and makes the cat experience virtual. It’s the closest thing to ‘being 

there’ for cat lovers.  

Do Next Merchandise Range Good income generation with minimal outlay if using a company to host range on their 

website, produce and send to customers direct

Do Later Mobile Coffee Huge opportunity to change model and generate funds, but could be expensive to fund 

initially
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Covid-19 

It’s important to think about how your customers will 

feel about safety in this ever changing situation. So 

add some clarifying information to your social media, 

website and inside your café so customers can relax 

and enjoy the experience.

Make sure you stay up to date with the latest 

guidelines from the Government and the NHS at 

https://www.gov.uk/coronavirus

Here are some other ideas we came up with that 

might be useful:

● Mock up a floor plan and show where distance 

measures have been applied or special 

sanitising zone areas are   

● Create a FB or IG live and walk around your 

café pointing out changes to give customers an 

inside view of how the changes have been 

implemented

● Have some Pet masks made up to create a 

lighthearted fun while staying safe 

● Let customers know if masks are required to be 

worn inside while eating and drinking

● Ask customers to use social media to share 

how comfortable they felt and how good it was 

to return, it will help build confidence for other 

customers 
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Follow up series of webinars to 

further explain this playbook 

Throughout August 2020 there will be three one-hour webinars covering the 
specifics laid out in this playbook.

They will be hosted by Christopher Brooks (founder of the Customer 
Experience Games) and Heidi Stone (Lead creator of this guide). Both are 
globally recognised customer experience experts. They will be walking through 
each section to help explain what and how the ideas can work in pet cafés. 

For the sign up details of the series contact 
christopher.brooks@limetropy.com or heidi.stone2@me.com who will send 
you links to the free webinar events. 

These webinars will be recorded and available at 
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCrjkmzX37jtzlamMJ_WVF1A
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